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ABSTRACT  

Custodial Crimes is a matter of notable difficulty in every civilized society. It is 

perhaps one of the worst crimes within the civilized society governed by the rule of 

thumb of regulation. This worst shape of human rights violation has emerge as a 

very severe and alarming problem in third international countries like India. Brutal 

atrocities perpetuated with the aid of the police, prison authorities, military and other 

regulation imposing agencies on the suspects/accused men and women and prisoners 

are menacingly on the growth each day. Hardly a week passes without an incident of 

custodial torture or custodial loss of life being said within the press. there is a 

fashionable perception that a power superior to all earthly powers determines the 

lifestyles and demise however, the cops, the custodians and guardians of regulation, 

are regularly said gambling with human lifestyles within the heat of their authority 

in spite of the reality that India is a rustic making certain lifestyles and personal 

liberty to the humans under Article 21 of the charter. It’s miles a paradox of the 

present society that custodial violence, although abolished legally, is still practiced 

to a more or lesser volume illegally in the course of the world. Hence, the speedy 

boom inside the incidents has prompted wonderful pain amongst the residents of our 

united states. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Custodial violence is anathema in any civilized society. it is a remember of difficulty 

and is aggravated by using the ft that it's miles devoted by individuals who're 

imagined to be protectors of the citizen. Its miles committed below the shield of 

uniform and inside 4 walls of a police station or lock-up, the victim being definitely 

helpless. it's far stated that the temper and temper of the general public in regard to 

the remedy of crime and crook is one of the most unfailing tests of the civilization of 

any use".' regarded from this angle the alarming increasing phenomenon of custodial 

violence specially, inn to 1/3 diploma techniques inside the course of investigation 

of crime is sure to agitate the minds of all, believing in Rule of law. The trouble of 

police atrocities in India isn't always a brand new concept the police is the primary 

line of defence towards the criminals. To discharge the legitimate duties wide 

powers of arrest and research are vested within the police by using regulation 

however those powers are often abused with the aid of the police to torture the 

suspects both to remedy against the law or for sadistic pleasures, which stand 

mockingly in the way of human rights of the accused. 

RESEARCH ANALYSIS 

1.1 CONSTITUTIONAL MANDATE AND RIGHTS OF AN ACCUSED 

Constitution of India is a perfect law of the land. It is a report having special felony 

sanctity which units out the framework to cherish the philosophy of human rights 

jurisprudence.' It presents some of richts to the people in part-hello of the 

constitution that have been termed as 'fundamental rights'. The expression 

'fundamental' denotes that those rights are inherent in all the human beings and are 

essential for the people for blossoming of the human character and soul. These rights 

constitute the simple values of a civilized society and the charter makers declared 

that they will be given a place of delight inside the constitution and therefore they 

elevated them to the reputation of 'fundamental rights'. Those rights are essential 

inside the sense that a citizen can flow the courts for its enforcement in case of 

illegal deprivation by way of the state. These rights are consequently calculated to 

shield the honour of the individuals and create situations in which each man or 
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women can expand his character to the fullest quantity. These rights are prohibitions 

against the country. The nation cannot make a law which takes away or abridges any 

of the rights of the citizens guaranteed in part III of the constitution6.  

1.2 PREAMBULAR COMMITMENT 

The charter-makers gave to the Preamble "the region of satisfaction". It embodies in 

a solemn shape ail the beliefs and aspirations for which the us of a had struggled in 

the course of the Bntish regime. The Preamble to the charter is a key to open the 

mind of the makers and show the overall purpose for which they made numerous 

provisions within the charter starting with the preamble, the constitution assures 

every citizen the consideration of the man or woman and guarantees to cozy justice-

social, monetary and political, equality of fame and possibility. Under the 

constitution India IS dedicated to the ideas of justice-social, economic and political. 

but these rights are dishonoured and flouted day in and day out through folks that 

are obligation certain to be unswerving to them The unlawful arrests, unauthorised 

detention, lock-up deaths and rape of girls in police custody are the residing 

examples of violation of these rights. Police excesses and maltreatment of detainees 

or below-trial prisoners or the suspects tarnishes the photo of any civilized kingdom 

and the equal may be termed as an affront to human dignity 

1.3 PROPER TO PROTECTION TOWARDS SELF-INCRIMINATION 

The right against self-incrimination is the result of the lengthy conflict among the 

opposing forces of the spirit of individual liberty on the only hand and the collective 

energy of the country on the opposite It can't be determined that how long it has 

taken to establish the proper to protection against self-incrimination. As well, it's far 

hard to identify the resources from which it got here and fervour with which it 

changed into defended. Its roots pass again into historic times The right has its 

beginning in the reaction towards the heresy prosecutions of the 13th century 

inquisition and in the prosecution of the puritans in England The 13th century 

 
6H.H. Singh, “Importance of judicial activism in preventing custodial violence” Central India Law 

Quarterly, Vol. XVI, 431 (2003). 
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commentators found an analogue to this proper grounded inside the Bible "To sum 

up the problem, the privilege that no guy is to be declared guilty on his admission is 

a divine decree"." In England, there was a time when the Star Chamber had hired ex 

officio oath to set off human beings to make incriminatory statements.' The privilege 

in opposition to self-incrimination become evolved due to reaction to the giant 

employment of the oath hence, the precept was set up within the not unusual law as 

a rebel against procedures wherein accused were puzzled under oath with the aid of 

judges, both to get proof and to get confession. Sincerely speaking, the item of the 

right towards self-incrimination is to protect accused from police who may also use 

third diploma method to extort involuntary confession from him all through the 

custodial interrogation. The goal of the right against self-incrimination is the 

policemen, the beneficiary, the little person and the area where this proper has to 

perform. The workout of this right prevents the kingdom either from the use of 

pressure or from psychological domination compelling accused to incriminate. 

Nobody shall be forced by the court docket to be witness in opposition to himself, is 

a herbal and inalienable proper of a man or women. The protection towards self-

incrimination is vital for the protection of human privacy and the observance of 

civilized standards inside the enforcement of criminal justice. Doreen J. McBamet 

opined that the accused has a proper to silence, he isn't compellable witness and he 

want no longer incriminate him, so that the prosecutor has with a purpose to show 

his case without cooperation of an accused. 

1.4 RIGHT TO EXISTENCE AND PERSONAL LIBERTY 

Right to lifestyles and personal liberty is the most treasured, sacrosanct inalienable 

and fundamental of all of the fundamental rights guaranteed with the aid of the 

constitution of India to the people in the United States of America.' Article 21 of our 

constitution lies down that 'no individual shall be deprived of his existence or 

personal liberty besides according to technique mounted by regulation". for that 

reason, Article 21 ensures the proper to existence and private liberty, of which 

deprivation can only be according with the procedure hooked up by way of 

regulation, which should be simply, fair and affordable. Proper to life and personal 

liberty, as in line with the expended meaning, includes the proper to stay with 
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human dignity and therefore, would also include inside itself a guarantee against 

torture and attack by means of the nation or its functionaries. ‘as a consequence, the 

right towards custodial violence crises from Article 21 of the charter. Its miles one 

of the most simple and fundamental rights of the pensioners/suspects/ accused 

persons. In toes, this proper is the idea of all human rights and sanctum sanctorum of 

the Constitutional temple. Article 6 of the global Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights characterizes the right to existence as 'inherent', to emphasize its primacy The 

Covenant further makes right to lifestyles non-derogatory under Article four(2)7.  

1.5 PROPER TO SAFETY IN OPPOSITION TO ARBITRARY ARREST 

AND DETENTION IN CERTAIN INSTANCES 

To arrest and detain every person without observing due procedure of law is a severe 

infringement of man or woman liberty. In truth an act of arrest and detention 

damages popularity of person irreparably, tarnishes the call of his own family and 

deprives the supply of sustenance. The stigma of arrested person remains next to the 

discharge after twenty  4 hours of his arrest accordingly, it's miles .stated that arrest 

is a "doomsday tool."' the liberty from unlawful arrest and detention is one of the 

most essential and vital nights a few of the civil and political rights" The criminal 

jurisprudential concept, that is, to tell grounds of arrest to the arrested character and 

to provide him before a magistrate has been enshrined in Article 22(1) and (2) of the 

charter of India. 

1.6 PROPER TO SEEK ADVICE FROM A CRIMINAL PRACTITIONER 

Article 22(1) of the charter of India also confers on the arrested man or woman the 

proper to seek advice from the criminal practitioner of his very own choice and to be 

defended by him. Clause (1) proclaims that "No person wiio is arrested shall be 

denied the right to consult and to be defended by means of a felony practitioner of 

his choice." The worldwide Covenant on Civil and Political Rights additionally 

gives the equal right to the accused individual beneath Article 14(3) (b). This proper 

starts as quickly as he's taken into police custody relation to nominal or quasi-crook 

 
7Dr. S.P. Sathe, “Liability of a Police Officer for Custodial Death: A Note” Ashwatthe, Vol.4 Issue 1 

(January-March, 2004). 
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complaints. Later the very best courtroom in Nandini Satpati's case prolonged the 

operation of this right "to any accused character beneath situations of near-custodial 

interrogation." The courtroom held that at the same time as present process 

interrogation in the police custody he has proper to have his legal professional 

through his face. The constitution only offers the proper to the accused to be 

defended by means of a felony practitioner of is own choice. section 340 of the 

criminal technique Code offers that any individual accused of an offence earlier than 

a criminal courtroom may additionally, of proper, be defended by using a pleader. 

This proper does no longer extend to a proper in an accused character to be supplied 

with a legal professional with the aid of the nation, or by the police or by means of 

the Justice of the Peace.'^ The privilege conferred by using this provision simplest 

gave anght to an accused to be represented by using a recommend if he wanted to 

have interaction one himself or to get his relations to have interaction one for him. 

The very best courtroom later crammed up this Constitutional hole via the creative 

judicial interpretation of Article 21 in some of instances. In its rulings in Hoskof^ 

and Husainara Khatoon, the apex court docket held that a method which does no 

longer make prison services to be had to an accused character who's too poor to find 

the money for a legal professional and who would, therefore, must go through the 

trial without prison assistance, can't probably be seemed as reasonable, feir and just 

method assured under Article 21. The court docket accordingly spells out the right to 

felony resource of the bad accused man or woman from the language of Article 218. 

1.7 RIGHT TO CONSTITUTIONAL TREATMENTS: SPLENDID 

COURTROOM A CRUSADER AGAINST CUSTODIAL TORTURE 

Law is a regulator of human behaviour however no law can indeed efficiently work 

until there is a detail of recognition by using the humans in society. No regulation 

works out easily except the interplay is voluntary. It is true data assertion of 

fundamental rights is incomprehensible except there's effective equipment for the 

enforcement of the rights it is the treatment which makes the proper real. A proper 

 
8Dr. Justice V.S. Malimath, ‘Report of Committee on Reforms of Criminal Justice System’, Vol. I, 

March, 2003. 
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without an effective remedy’s no right at all, however simply an Illusion. It become, 

therefore, inside the health of the matters that our makers of the Constitutor, having 

integrated a protracted of fundamental rights, additionally provided for an effusive 

treatment for the enforcement of these rights below Article 32 of the constitution. 

Similarly, Article 226 also empowers all of the excessive Courts to problem writs 

for the enforcement of essential rights. The citizens experience their rights 

underneath Article 32(1) to transport the very best courtroom at once for the 

enforcement in their fundamental rights. Article 32(2) confers the power on the best 

courtroom to problem writs for the enforcement of the essential rights. 

Consequently, the ideal courtroom is the protector and guarantor of the essential 

rights, the proper to lifestyles being the maximum important one. The Supreme 

Court is very aware of its responsibility to guard the terrible and helpless from the 

custodial torture. Any sufferer of custodial torture can flow the court directly for the 

redressed of his grievances simply by means of writing a letter. The Supreme Court 

has started out treating the ordinary letters of inmates as writ petitions and issued 

notices to the authorities, police and jail authorities. There are catena of instances^ 

wherein the preferred courtroom has acknowledged the rights of the 

prisoners/suspect people/accused and directed the prison authority and police now 

not to violate their rights and refrain from custodial torture. It opined that by way of 

virtue of being suspect/accused they do no longer stop to be men and women. on the 

grounds that police custodial loss of life deprives the deceased of his essential right 

to lifestyles assured below Article 21 of the charter, compensation has been taken 

into consideration the precise alleviation in such cases. The state is not allowed to 

break out from its legal responsibility to pay reimbursement in such instances at the 

plea of sovereign immunity.  
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